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Purpose of the Study 

We updated our quantitative rating system for domestic enterprises – the Enterprise Rating System (ERS). This

rating system enables the following:

• By applying fully transparent and quantitative criteria, enterprises can be classified into four categories of

ratings to enhance their risk management capabilities.

• The system can identify enterprises with solid financial performance – that is, those that meet the criteria of

sound financing.

• The rating system allows for identifying enterprises that are underperforming – in other words, those that are

simultaneously having negative results and positive earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and

amortization (EBITDA). Thus, they have hopes of revival through a restructuring programme aimed at

reducing their liabilities (“turnaround cases”).

• Finally, it is possible to identify enterprises with major financial problems to such an extent that their

operating profitability cannot even cover their financial expenses. In these irreversible cases, more drastic

actions than extensions and restructuring may be needed.

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019



In 2017, in a sample of 10,269 enterprises, 97.2% were small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs; turnover up to €50 mn). The

following results were derived from the total sample (SMEs and large enterprises):

• Enterprises that outperformed in liquidity, profitability and solvency, thus achieving the highest ERS rating (“a”), constituted

8.3% of the sample. This percentage is slightly higher than that in 2016 (7.9%).

• Enterprises with good but less satisfactory performance were rated “b” and constituted 35.3% of the sample.

• Enterprises that lagged significantly in performance were rated “c” and accounted for 40.1% – that is, the largest percentage

– of the sample.

• Finally, enterprises with serious problems were rated “d” and accounted for 16.3% of the sample.

• In comparison to 2016, the percentage of underperformers versus medium performers increased by about 1%.

Key findings (i): 2017 vs 2016: ≈1% increase in underperformers versus 
medium performers
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Enterprise breakdown by ERS rating, 2017

outperformers
(8.3%)

good performers
(35.3%)

medium performers
(40.1%)

underperformers
(16.3%)

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

SMEs: 840; large:16

SMEs: 3,507; large: 120

SMEs: 3,986; large: 131

SMEs: 1,645; large:24

a

856

b

3,627

c

4,117

d

1,669
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Outperformers “a”

• Overall, only 8.3% of the analysed enterprises were outperformers (“a”), with €11.1 bn in assets and €7.3 bn in equity
value.

• However, they managed to achieve profits before taxes amounting to €1.2 bn, accounting for 27.1% of the sample’s
total profitability, with the EBITDA margin amounting, on average, to 25% and the return on equity to 18.5%.

• 1.3% of outperformers were SMEs with positive EBITDA and losses before taxes.

• At the same time, they took on the fewest liabilities (€3.9 bn) or 4.1% of the sample’s total liabilities.

• They had a high degree of liquidity, with current assets covering their current liabilities by approximately 4.1 times.
The coverage of large enterprises was lower (3.4 times).

• They had low leverage as their liabilities amounted to only half of their equity.

• The net debt of outperforming SMEs in relation to EBITDA was almost zero. For large enterprises, it was higher, but
remained low (1.4 times).

• Consequently, their debt servicing ability was high because EBITDA covered financial expenses by 22.7 times, whilst
none of these enterprises had an interest coverage ratio less than 1.

Key findings (ii): Profile of outperformers “a”, 2017 

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019
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Good performers “b”

• Their total equity value was €23.6 bn, shared almost equally between SMEs and large enterprises.

• The liabilities of good performers (“b”) were higher than those of outperformers (“a”) at €29.1 bn.

• Their contribution was important in terms of turnover (€38.1 bn), EBITDA (€5 bn) and profits before taxes (€2.7 bn).

• Their levels of operating profitability were more limited, but still satisfactory, with the EBITDA margin at 14.9% and
return on equity at 12.9%.

• 5.8% of SMEs and 3.3% of large enterprises had positive EBITDA and net losses before taxes.

• Their level of liquidity was below that of outperformers (“a”), but still satisfactory because current assets were 2.6
times the current liabilities, while the coverage of large enterprises was lower at 2 times.

• They had higher debt levels, as liabilities exceeded equity by 1.2 times and the average net debt was 3.5 times higher
than EBITDA.

• They were able to adequately manage their debt because EBITDA covered financial expenses by 13.3 times.

• Only 0.4% of good performers had an interest coverage ratio less than 1, and they were mostly SMEs.

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

Key findings (iii): Profile of good performers “b”, 2017 
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Medium performers “c”

• Most enterprises were rated as medium performers and they had the highest aggregated asset value (€79.2 bn).

• Medium performers took on the highest value of total liabilities (€49.9 bn) and financial expenses (€1.5 bn), and
about two-thirds of these enterprises were large enterprises.

• They recorded the highest turnover (€60.9 bn) in total, but only €1.4 bn in profits before taxes, most of which was
reported by large enterprises.

• They achieved low levels of efficiency and profitability, as the EBITDA margin was only 7.6% and return on equity was
5%. The equity of large enterprises performed better at 9.2%.

• 14.7% of SMEs and 11.5% of large enterprises had positive EBITDA and net losses before taxes.

• Their liquidity is more limited, with current assets covering current liabilities by 1.5 times for SMEs and by 1.2 times
for large enterprises.

• They had high net debt, which exceeded EBITDA by 13.8 times for SMEs and by 12.6 times for large enterprises.

• Their debt servicing was low as EBITDA covered financial expenses, on average, by 4 times. The performance of large
enterprises was better at 5.9 times.

• 19.4% of SMEs and 5.3% of large enterprises had an interest coverage ratio below 1.

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

Key findings (iv): Profile of medium performers “c”, 2017 
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Underperformers “d”

• SMEs had 64.1% of trapped assets (€7.1 bn vs €4 bn in large enterprises).

• The negative total equity (€-33.1 mn) of underperformers (“d”) revealed their adverse financial conditions. Large enterprises,
in part, counterbalanced losses with their total positive equity (€65.2 mn) versus the €-98.3 mn of SMEs.

• The net debt was almost the same as liabilities, indicating limited cash buffers.

• The liabilities (€7.3 bn) and financial expenses (€217 mn) of SMEs were, in total, twice those of large enterprises.

• €8.1 bn in sales resulted in losses, even at the EBITDA level, amounting to €-324 mn, and expanded at the before taxes level to
€-899 mn.

• As they were basically loss-making enterprises, the average EBITDA margin was −8.7%. However, the average performance of
large enterprises was only marginally negative (−0.7%).

• The management of equity was inefficient, with a negative return on equity at −15.9%. The negative performance of large
enterprises was limited to −11.9%.

• 15% of SMEs and 41.7% of large enterprises had positive EBITDA and net losses before taxes.

• They encountered obvious liquidity difficulties as their current liabilities exceeded current assets (current ratio: 0.7 points).

• They were overleveraged enterprises with liabilities at 3.7 times the equity. The performance of large enterprises was even
worse at 4.8 times the equity.

• At the same time, net debt was 24.1 times EBITDA. The performance of large enterprises was slightly better (21.4 times
EBITDA).

• Almost all SMEs (81.4%) and two-thirds of large enterprises (66.7%) had an interest coverage ratio below 1.

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

Key findings (v): Profile of underperformers “d”, 2017 
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Key findings (vi): Top five sectors per ERS rating, 2017

Top 5 sectors with good performers 
(“b”)

Top 5 sectors with outperformers 
(“a”)

Top 5 sectors with medium performers 
(“c”)

Top 5 sectors with underperformers 
(“d”)

* manufacture of transport equipment, of furniture, other manufacturing and repair and installation of machinery and equipment
** education, human health activities, art and entertainment and other service activities

• The highest percentages of outperformers (“a”) among their companies were in the energy and mining and quarrying

sectors, at 18.8% and 16.2%, respectively.

• Again, there were good performers in the energy sector, as more than half were rated “b” (51.5%). They were followed

by manufacturers of equipment and machinery (46.2%) and basic metals and metal products (44%), respectively.

• However, more than half of the agricultural (53.2%) and water supply (52.6%) companies had medium performance (“c”).

• More than a quarter (27.3%) of retailers underperformed and were rated “d”.

Note: in brackets the number of companies
of ERS 2017 sample

11.7%

11.8%

13.3%

16.2%

18.8%

8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

Rest manufacturing*
(21/180)

Accomodation & food
service

(116/984)

Professional activities etc.
(73/549)

Mining & quarrying
(6/37)

Electricity, gas supply etc.
(51/272)

40.5%

42.7%

44.0%

46.2%

51.5%

33% 38% 43% 48%

Mining & quarrying
(15/37)

Manufacture of petroleum,
chemical, pharmaceutical

products etc.
(79/185)

Manufacture of basic
metals & metal products

(99/225)

Manufacture of equipment,
machinery etc.

(86/186)

Electricity, gas supply etc.
(140/272)

44.3%

45.1%

47.9%

52.6%

53.2%

40% 45% 50% 55%

Transport & storage
(167/377)

Real estate activities
(106/235)

Manufacture of textile,
apparel, leather etc.

(101/211)

Water supply, sewerage,
recycling etc.

(30/57)

Agriculture sector
(66/124)

20.4%

20.5%

23.8%

24.4%

27.3%

16% 20% 24% 28%

Real estate activities
(48/235)

Accomodation & food
service

(202/984)

Trade & repair of vehicles
(85/357)

Rest service activities**
(100/409)

Retail trade
(186/681)
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The vast majority of enterprises in the sample were SMEs (97.2%). After estimating the key financial figures of the domestic

enterprise mixture (SMEs–large enterprises), the following conclusions were reached:

• SMEs owned 37.8% of the aggregated assets of the sample.

• In terms of capital structure, large enterprises accounted for 61.6% of equity and had also took on more liabilities (62.6%) in

total than SMEs.

• Similarly, large enterprises had higher financial expenses (61.6%) overall than SMEs.

• Despite their high number, the turnover of SMEs was approximately one-third of the aggregate (34.5%).

• Finally, large enterprises were more efficient as they contributed 72.2% to the total profits before taxes.

Structure of Greek business landscape

11Enterprise Rating System: September 2019 Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research

SMEs
27.8%

Large
72.2%

Results before taxes

SMEs
37.4%

Large
62.6%

Total liabilities

SMEs
37.3%

Large
62.7%

Net debt

SMEs

38.4%

Large
61.6%

Financial expenses

SMEs
38.4%

Large
61.6%

Equity

SMEs

37.8%

Large
62.2%

Total assets

SMEs

30.7%

Large
69.3%

EBITDA

SMEs

34.5%

Large

65.5%

Turnover



• Of the sample of 10,269 enterprises, the figures for 2017 showed a total reported turnover of €112.4 bn, EBITDA of €11.5 bn and

profits before taxes of €4.5 bn.

• However, aggregated undertaken liabilities constituted €94 bn, net debt amounted to €81 bn and financial expenses were €2.7 bn.

• The enterprises that outperformed in liquidity, profitability and solvency, thus achieving the highest ERS rating (“a”), constituted 8.3%

of the sample – slightly higher than in 2016 (7.9%).

• 35.3% of the enterprises with good but less satisfactory performance were rated “b”.

• The enterprises that fell behind significantly and were rated “c” accounted for the largest percentage of the sample (40.1%).

• Finally, enterprises with serious problems were rated “d” and accounted for 16.3% of the sample.

• In comparison with 2016, the percentage of underperformers versus medium performers showed an increase of about 1%.

Enlargement of the bottom base of enterprises’ performance based on ERS, 
2017 vs 2016

12Enterprise Rating System: September 2019 Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research

Enterprise breakdown by ERS rating, 2017

outperformers
(8.3%)

good performers
(35.3%)

medium performers
(40.1%)

underperformers
(16.3%)

SMEs: 840; large:16

SMEs: 3,507; large: 120

SMEs: 3,986; large: 131

SMEs: 1,645; large:24

a

856

b

3,627

c

4,117

d

1,669



ERS 2017: Structure of final “a” rating per individual dimension

13Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

• The outperforming enterprises (“a”) were rated either “a” or “b” in all examined dimensions.

• 81.1% of outperformers (“a”) were rated “a” for liquidity, reflecting high coverage of current liabilities.

• At the same time, 89.8% of SMEs and 81.3% of large enterprises were rated “a” for solvency, showing low leverage and

high levels of debt servicing.

• In terms of profitability, large enterprises had a higher percentage (43.8%) of “a” ratings as compared to SMEs (29.5%).

• Nevertheless, for both SMEs and large enterprises, the majority of outperformers (“a”) achieved a “b” rating for

profitability.

Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research



ERS 2017: Structure of final “b” rating per individual dimension
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• The good performers (“b”) performed well, but with more mixed ratings based on the structure of individual dimensions

compared to outperformers (“a”).

• At the same time, good performers (“b”) had higher percentages of “a” and “b” ratings for solvency, reflecting sufficient

levels of debt servicing.

• The good performers (“b”) continued to cover their short-term liabilities, but more moderately than the outperformers (“a”).

• In terms of profitability, good performers (“b”) had a high percentage of “b” ratings, but also the highest percentage of “c”

ratings in comparison to the liquidity and solvency categories.

Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research



ERS 2017: Structure of final “c” rating per individual dimension
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• The performance of medium performers (“c”) worsened compared to outperformers (“a”) and good performers (“b”), with

indications of serious operating difficulties, as shown by the ratings structure in individual dimensions.

• The highest percentage with a “c” rating was in the solvency category (71.8% for large enterprises, 66.6% for SMEs), revealing

increased leverage.

• The structure of ratings reflects limited liquidity as 44.3% of large enterprises and 39.6% of SMEs were rated “c” for liquidity.

• Finally, the profitability of medium performing SMEs (“c”) was low, whereas the situation for large enterprises was somewhat

better.

Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research



ERS 2017: Structure of final “d” rating per individual dimension

16Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

• The underperforming enterprises (“d”) had serious financial problems and only achieved “c” and “d” ratings in the individual

dimensions.

• These enterprises encountered difficulties in meeting their short-term liabilities and serious liquidity problems. Consequently,

85.5% of SMEs and 75% of large enterprises were rated “d” for liquidity.

• Underperformers (“d”) were, on average, loss-making, with 93.9% of SMEs and 95.8% of large enterprises being rated “d” in

terms of profitability.

• Finally, as they were overleveraged, 85.6% of SMEs and 83.3% of large enterprises were rated “d” for solvency.

Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research
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Medium performers (“c”) owned the most assets (€79.2 bn) and equity 
(€29.3 bn), while underperformers (“d”) had negative equity overall

Total assets, 2017 (in mn euros)

Equity, 2017 (in mn euros)

• The assets and equity of large outperformers (“a”) were greater

than (€6.9 bn and €4.3 bn respectively) than those of SMEs.

• However, “b” rated equity was shared almost equally between

SMEs and large enterprises and, in total, good performers rated

“b” accounted for €23.6 bn.

• Most enterprises were rated “c”, thus gathering the highest asset

value (€79.2 bn), followed by enterprises rated “b” (52.7 bn).

• At the same time, medium performers rated “c” held the highest

value of equity (€29.3 bn) among all ERS ratings, most of which

was held by large enterprises (€20.6 bn).

• In the “d” rating, 64.1% of trapped assets belonged to SMEs (€7.1

bn), which had a total negative equity of €−98 mn.

• The large enterprises partially counterbalanced the losses with

total positive equity (€65 mn), and the total negative equity of

underperformers rated “d” was limited to €−33 mn.

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019 Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research
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Medium performers (“c”) took on the most liabilities (€50 bn) and had the 
highest financial expenses (€1.5 bn)

Total liabilities and net debt, 2017 (in mn euros)

Financial expenses, 2017 (in mn euros)

• Outperformers (“a”) took on the least in total liabilities (€3.9

bn). The liabilities of good performers (“b”) were higher at

€29.1 bn.

• Medium performers (“c”) had the highest aggregated debt, with

total liabilities reaching €49.9 bn and net debt of €45.7 bn.

• Large enterprises represented about two-thirds of the liabilities

of medium performers (“c”).

• At the same time, medium performers (“c”) had the highest

financial expenses, amounting to €1.5 bn, whilst large

enterprises had about €1 bn.

• Compared to large enterprises, underperforming SMEs (“d”)

had a higher debt burden as their liabilities and financial

expenses were about twice the respective figures of large

enterprises, amounting to €7.2 bn and €216 mn, respectively.

• Finally, underperformers (“d”) fell short in cash buffers as the

difference between liabilities and net debt was the lowest

among all ERS ratings, reflecting serious liquidity problems.

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019 Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research
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Outperformers (“a”) were highly efficient, while good performers (“b”) 
earned the highest profits before taxes (€2.7 bn)

Turnover, 2017 (in mn euros)

EBITDA and results before taxes, 2017 (in mn euros)

• Outperformers (“a”), which constituted only 8.3% of all enterprises,

were highly efficient. Without achieving the highest total turnover

(€5.3 bn), their profits before taxes reached €1.2 bn (27.1% of the

total amount).

• Good performers (“b”) performed well as, with €38.1 bn turnover,

they earned profits before taxes of €2.7 bn – the highest among all

ERS ratings.

• Most enterprises were rated “c” and had the highest total turnover

of €60.9 bn, most of which stemmed from large enterprises.

• However, despite the high sales, medium performers (“c”) failed to

maintain the same momentum in terms of profitability. Their total

profits before taxes only reached €1.4 bn, mostly contributed by

large enterprises.

• The €8.1 bn in sales of underperformers (“d”) resulted in losses,

even at the EBITDA level, amounting to €-324 mn, and were further

expanded in terms of losses before taxes, reaching €-899 mn.

• The aggregated EBITDA and before taxes losses were both from

underperforming SMEs and large enterprises.

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019 Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research
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• Outperformers’ (“a”) current assets were 4.1 times their

current liabilities for SMEs and 3.4 times for large enterprises.

• The current ratio of good performers (“b”) was lower than that

of outperformers (“a”), but still satisfactory (at 2.6 times for

SMEs and 2 times for large enterprises).

• The liquidity of medium performers (“c”) was more limited,

with current assets being 1.5 times the current liabilities for

SMEs and 1.2 times for large enterprises.

• Finally, underperformers (“d”) seemed to encounter serious

liquidity problems. Current liabilities exceeded their current

assets, with an average current ratio of 0.7 units.

Current ratio, 2017

Average enterprise performance per liquidity ratio and per final ERS rating, 2017

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

Quick ratio, 2017

Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research
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• The outperformers (“a”) were very profitable, with the EBITDA margin

amounting, on average, to 24.8% for SMEs and 35.3% for large

enterprises. At the same time, average return on equity reached

18.5%.

• The efficiency of good performers (“b”) was more moderate, but still

satisfactory, with the EBITDA margin amounting to 14.9% and return

on equity to 12.9%.

• The performance of medium performers (“c”) declined significantly.

The EBITDA margin was, on average, 7.6% and return on equity was

5%. The equity profitability of large enterprises was better (9.2%), but

lower than in 2016 (11.6%).

• Underperformers (“d”) were loss-making on average, with a negative

EBITDA margin at −8.7%.

• In 2017, as calculated by each large underperforming enterprise (“d”),

the average EBITDA margin was negative, albeit marginally, at −0.7%,

although it had been positive in the previous year (1.8%).

• Finally, the equity of underperformers (“d”) produced losses on

average, with negative return on equity at −15.9%.

• However, the negative performance of large outperformers (“d”) was

more contained than SMEs at −11.9%.

EBITDA margin, 2017

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

Return on equity*, 2017

Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research

* excluding 1,192 SMEs και 15 large enterprises with negative equity.

Average enterprise performance per profitability ratio and per final ERS rating, 2017
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• Outperformers (“a”) had low leverage as their debt amounted to only half of their

equity. The net debt of outperforming SMEs in relation to EBITDA was almost zero. It

was higher, but not much, for large enterprises (1.4 times).

• The average EBITDA of outperforming enterprises (“a”) covered financial expenses by

22.7 times. Regarding large enterprises, in 2017, this ratio was lower at 21.9 times

than in 2016 at 24.4 times, but it remained very high.

• The leverage of good performers (“b”) increased compared to outperformers (“a”), as

liabilities exceeded equity by 1.2 times and average net debt was higher than EBITDA

by 3.5 times.

• At the same time, good performers (“b”) were adequately able to manage their debt.

In 2017, EBITDA covered financial expenses by 13.3 times on average, which was

higher than in 2016 (12.1 times).

• The capital structure of medium performers (“c”) significantly deteriorated compared

to the previous ERS ratings, with total liabilities being 2.9 times the equity for SMEs

and 3.4 times for large enterprises. Moreover, net debt was, on average, higher than

EBITDA by 13.8 times. This ratio for large enterprises was higher in 2017 (12.6 times)

than in 2016 (11.6 times).

• The level of debt servicing for medium performing SMEs (“c”) significantly deteriorated

as EBITDA covered financial expenses by 4 times. The performance of large enterprises

was better (5.9 times).

• Underperformers (“d”) were overleveraged as their liabilities were 3.6 times their

equity for SMEs and 4.8 for large enterprises. Net debt was 24.1 times higher than

EBITDA, while large enterprises rated “d” managed to contain this ratio at 21.4 times

in 2017 from 26.4 in 2016.

Total liabilities to equity*, 2017

Enterprise Rating System: September 2019

Financial expense coverage ratio, 2017

* excluding 1,192 SMEs και 15 large enterprises with negative equity. ** Excluding 1,864 SMEs και 16 large enterprises with negative EBITDA.

Net debt to EBITDA**, 2017

Source: ICAP DATA.Prisma, Piraeus Bank Research

Average enterprise performance per solvency ratio and per final ERS rating, 2017
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Top five sectors per ERS rating, 2017 

Top 5 sectors with good performers 
(“b”)

Top 5 sectors with outperformers 
(“a”)

Top 5 sectors with medium performers 
(“c”)

Top 5 sectors with underperformers 
(“d”)

* manufacture of transport equipment, of furniture, other manufacturing and repair and installation of machinery and equipment
** education, human health activities, art and entertainment and other service activities

Note: in brackets the number of companies
of ERS 2017 sample

11.7%

11.8%

13.3%

16.2%

18.8%

8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

Rest manufacturing*
(21/180)

Accomodation & food
service

(116/984)

Professional activities etc.
(73/549)

Mining & quarrying
(6/37)

Electricity, gas supply etc.
(51/272)

40.5%

42.7%

44.0%

46.2%

51.5%

33% 38% 43% 48%

Mining & quarrying
(15/37)

Manufacture of petroleum,
chemical, pharmaceutical

products etc.
(79/185)

Manufacture of basic
metals & metal products

(99/225)

Manufacture of equipment,
machinery etc.

(86/186)

Electricity, gas supply etc.
(140/272)

44.3%

45.1%

47.9%

52.6%

53.2%

40% 45% 50% 55%

Transport & storage
(167/377)

Real estate activities
(106/235)

Manufacture of textile,
apparel, leather etc.

(101/211)

Water supply, sewerage,
recycling etc.

(30/57)

Agriculture sector
(66/124)

20.4%

20.5%

23.8%

24.4%

27.3%

16% 20% 24% 28%

Real estate activities
(48/235)

Accomodation & food
service

(202/984)

Trade & repair of vehicles
(85/357)

Rest service activities**
(100/409)

Retail trade
(186/681)

• The highest percentages of outperformers (“a”) among their companies were in the energy and mining and quarrying

sectors, at 18.8% and 16.2%, respectively.

• Again, there were good performers in the energy sector, as more than half were rated “b” (51.5%). They were followed

by manufacturers of equipment and machinery (46.2%) and basic metals and metal products (44%), respectively.

• However, more than half of the agricultural (53.2%) and water supply (52.6%) companies had medium performance (“c”).

• More than a quarter (27.3%) of retailers underperformed and were rated “d”.
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The source of the financial data is ICAP DATA.Prisma and the data extraction period is September 2019. The initial number of

enterprises with available published assets in 2017 was 36,921. The turnover was chosen as the most suitable criterion for the

classification of enterprises according to their size. Therefore, the SMEs* selected were enterprises whose turnover amounted to (and

included) €50 mn, and the turnover of large enterprises exceeded €50 mn. In the next step, the selected enterprises had available data

for the year 2017, in terms of the accounts used to calculate the financial ratios in question. This led to a sample of 19,097 enterprises

(18,689 SMEs and 408 large enterprises) with calculable ratios. Finally, after the adoption of acceptable limits for the ratios, the final

sample of the examined enterprises was reduced to 10,269 enterprises (9,978 SMEs and 291 large ones).

Appendix 3a: Selection of the enterprise sample

25Source: ICAP DATA, Piraeus Bank Research

Formation of the final sample of enterprises, 2017

* After adopting the turnover ceilings of the SMEs definition stipulated by the European Commission (Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC).

SMEs
18,689

SMEs
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Large
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For the purpose of this analysis, all enterprises were examined, without any size criteria. Furthermore, all

sectors of economic activity were examined according to the NACE rev. 2 classification, with the following

exceptions:

– Κ: Financial and insurance activities

– O: Public administration and defence; compulsory social security

– Τ: Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods – and services – producing activities of households

for own use

– U: Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies

Appendix 3b: Methodology of Enterprise Rating System
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Source / date of financial data extract:

ICAP DATA

Oct. 2016

Selected enterprises with available data for the period 2013-
2015 for:

the assets
74,458 enterprises

the accounts used for the 
calculation of the ratios

52,828 enterprises

Final sample formation:

Enterprises with ratios 
outside acceptable 
boundaries were 

excluded

Criterion of acceptable 
ratio boundaries:

± 10x their distribution 
median

28,717 
enterprises
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Definition of acceptable ratio boundaries

27

Criterion of acceptable 
ratio boundaries

± 10 times the 
distribution median of 

all enterprises*

* For the enterprises with negative equity the ratios “debt to equity” and return on equity” are not
considered. The same applies for the ratio “net debt to EBITDA” for enterprises with negative EBITDA.

Implemented lower and upper ratio boundaries

Current ratio

(0, 15]

EBITDA margin

[-100%, 100%]

Quick ratio

(0, 10]

Return on equity

[-50%, 50%]

Debt to equity

(0, 15]

Interest coverage 
ratio

[-50, 50]

Net debt to
EBITDA

[-45, 45]
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For the period 2013-2015, the distribution of the enterprises per examined ratio based on the implemented boundaries is as follows:

Enterprise distribution per ratio (i)

28

Liquidity

Profitability

Source: ICAP DATA, Piraeus Bank Research
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Mean       1.341537
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Maximum  9.971817

Minimum  6.97e-05
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Sample 28717
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Maximum  0.499945
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Std. Dev.   0.162482

Skewness  -0.043749

Kurtosis   4.081955

Jarque-Bera  1270.188

Probability  0.000000
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Enterprise distribution per ratio (ii)
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Solvency

Source: ICAP DATA, Piraeus Bank Research
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Series: Interest coverage ratio

Sample 28717

Observations 28717

Mean       6.210742

Median   3.290262

Maximum  49.99228

Minimum -49.96896

Std. Dev.   12.63672

Skewness   0.447108

Kurtosis   6.544160

Jarque-Bera  15986.62

Probability  0.000000
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Sample 28717

Observations 23799
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Median   5.789356

Maximum  44.95071

Minimum -44.29842

Std. Dev.   9.255533

Skewness   1.188930

Kurtosis   6.089775

Jarque-Bera  15073.63

Probability  0.000000

For the period 2013-2015, the distribution of the enterprises per examined ratio based on the implemented boundaries is as follows:
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The aforementioned enterprises were divided into four groups (quartiles) based on the final enterprise distributions per ratio and a

rating system for enterprises was created based on their financial performance. The results of the Enterprise Rating System (ERS) are

presented below:

Presentation of ERS (Enterprise Rating System)

30Source: ICAP DATA, Piraeus Bank Research

Enterprise Rating System (ERS)

* The enterprises with negative equity are rated with “d” for the ratios “return on equity” and “debt to equity” and the enterprises with

negative EBITDA are rated with “d” for the ratio “net debt to EBITDA”.

Average ratings of the ratios:

- Current ratio

- Quick ratio

Liquidity       
Rating

Average ratings of the ratios:

- EBITDA margin

- Return on equity

Profitability 
Rating

Average ratings of the ratios:

- Debt to equity

- Interest coverage ratio

- Net debt to EBITDA

Solvency       
Rating

Final ERS
rating

Rating Performance Percentile Current ratio Quick ratio EBITDA margin
Return on 

equity*

Debt to 

equity*

Interest coverage 

ratio

Net debt to 

EBITDA*
a outperformers ≥ 75 ≥ 2.25 ≥ 1.61 ≥ 19.60% ≥ 13.60% ≤ 0.53 ≥ 9.31 ≤ 2.39

b good performers 50 [1.41-2.25) [0.97-1.61) [8.63%-19.60%) [3.60%-13.60%) (0.53-1.17] [3.30-9.31) (2.39-5.80]

c medium performers 25 [0.96-1.41) [0.53-0.97) [2.80%-8.63%) [-1.97%-3.60%) (1.17-2.44} [1.19-3.30) (5.80-11.51]

d underperformers <25 < 0.96 < 0.53 < 2.80% <-1.97% > 2.44 <1.19 > 11.51
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Based on the four ERS grade rating scales, for the period 2013-2015 enterprises can be classified as follows:

Presentation of ERS (Enterprise Rating System)

31Source: ICAP DATA, Piraeus Bank Research

Enterprise distribution and cumulative percentages, 2013-2015 based on the
Enterprise Rating System (ERS)
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Appendix 3c: Examined ratio formulas
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Liquidity
Current ratio

Current assets

Current liabilities

Quick ratio
Cash+deposits+securities+accounts receivable

Current liabilities

Solvency

Debt (total liabilities) 
to equity

Total liabilities

Equity

Financial expense 
coverage ratio

EBITDA

Financial expenses

Net debt to EBITDA
Liabilities - cash

EBITDA

Profitability
EBITDA margin

EBITDA

Turnover

Return on equity
Net profit before taxes

Equity
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Disclaimer: This document is produced by the Economic Research & Investment Strategy Department of Piraeus Bank (hereinafter "the Bank"), which is supervised by the European Central
Bank (ECB), in collaboration with the Bank of Greece and is sent or provided to third parties, without any obligation of its author. This document or any part of it should not be duplicated in any
way without the prior written consent of its author.
The information or opinions included in this document are addressed to existing or potential clients in a general manner, without taking into account the particular circumstances, the
investment objectives, the financial ability, the experience and/or knowledge of the potential recipients of this document and, as a result, they do not constitute or should not be considered
neither as a solicitation or offer for the conduct of transactions in financial instruments or currencies nor as a recommendation or advice for decision making in relation to those. Taking into
account the aforementioned, the recipient of the information contained in this document should proceed with his/her own research, analysis, and confirmation of the information which is
included in this document and seek for independent and professional legal, tax and investment advice, before proceeding with any investment decision making.
The information depicted in this document is relied on sources that the Bank considers to be reliable and is provided on an "as is" basis, however, the Bank cannot warrant as to their accuracy
and completeness. The opinions and estimates herein are related to the trend of the local and international financial markets at the indicated date (prices at closing time) and are subject to
changes without any prior notice. Notwithstanding the above, the Bank might include in this document investment researches, which have been conducted by third persons. In this case, the
Bank does not modify those researches, but it presents them on an "as is" basis, therefore, no responsibility is assumed in relation to the content of the aforementioned investment researches.
The Bank is under no duty to update the information contained in this document. Considering the above, the Bank, the members of its Board of Directors and the relevant persons assume no
responsibility for the information included in the present document and/or for the outcome of any investment decisions made according to such information.
Piraeus Bank Group is an organisation with a significant presence in the Greek market and an increasing one in the international markets providing a wide range of investment services. In the
context of investment services offered by the Bank and/or any other Piraeus Group companies in general, there might be cases whereby conflict of interests may arise in relation to the
information provided herein. Reference should be made to the fact that the Bank, the relevant persons and/or other Piraeus Group companies indicatively:
a. Are not subject to any prohibition in relation to trading on own account or in the course of providing portfolio management services prior to the publication of this document or the
acquisition of any shares prior to any public offering or the acquisition of any other securities.
b. May offer upon remuneration investment banking services to issuers for whom this document may contain information.
c. May participate to the issuers' share capital or acquire other securities issued by the aforementioned issuers or attract other financial interests from them.
d. Might provide market making or underwriting services to issuers that might be mentioned in this document.
e. Might have published papers the content of which is different or incompatible to the information presented herein.
The Bank as well as the other Piraeus Group's companies have enacted, implement and maintain an effective policy, which prevents circumstances that may give rise to conflicts of interests
and the dissemination of any information among the departments ("chinese walls") and they also constantly comply with the provisions and regulations relevant to inside information and
market abuse. Also, the Bank confirms that it doesn't have any kind of interest or conflict of interest with a) any other legal entity or person that could have participated in the preparation of
the present document and b) with any other legal entity or person that couldn't have participated in the preparation of the present document, but had access to it before its publication.
It is duly stated that: the investments described in the present document include investment risks, among which the risk of losing the entire capital invested. In particular, it is stated that;
a. The figures presented herein refer to the past and that the past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
b. In case the figures refer to simulated past performance, that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
c. The return on investments might be positively or negatively affected as a result of currency fluctuations, in case the figures are denominated in a foreign currency (other than Euro).
d. Any forecasts in relation to future performance, may not be a reliable indicator of future performance.
e. The tax treatment of the information as well as transactions pertained in this document, depends on each investor's individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. As a
result, the recipient should seek for independent advice in relation to the applicable tax legislation.
The distribution of the present document outside Greece and/or to persons governed by foreign law may be subject to restrictions or prohibitions according to the applicable legislation.
Therefore, the recipient of the present should seek for independent advice in relation to the applicable legislation, in order to look into such restrictions and/or prohibitions.
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